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The growth in generative artificial intelligence (AI), particularly large lan-
guage models (LLMs), in the last several years has been unparalleled, with
numerous LLM systems going through step-edge increases in capabilities and
number of users worldwide. The pace of progress appears to be only accel-
erating, with LLMs such OpenAI’s ChatGPT, Google’s Gemini, Meta’s
Llama, Anthropic’s Claude, Mistral’s Large, and xAI’s Grok, to name a few,
competing for top scores in a variety of benchmarks.1,2 Fundamental research
in deep learning with origins in parallel distributed processing has been
ongoing for decades,3,4 but the recent advances in LLM capabilities have
seemingly crossed a threshold such that AI can now potentially help us in

nearly every aspect of our work and, perhaps soon, daily lives. We now find ourselves in new terrain
in trying to understand, explore, and benefit from the realm of possible use cases of AI.

As one example from an academic standpoint, there are immediate implications of AI for
teaching, as AI could be used as a “force multiplier” for instructors who use it judiciously and
following evidence-based practices.5 More broadly, AI is emerging as a form of co-intelligence
that can function as a thinking companion to augment our cognitive capabilities and
productivity.6 At minimum, even a brief conversation with a generative AI about a topic can
often function as an “intuition pump”7 — one that is instantly available and never tires.
What paradigm shifts will arise in our ways of thinking, working, and interacting with each
other are hard to fully conceive of at present, but it is a good guess that they will be significant
if not transformational.

In the realm of scientific knowledge and discovery, early evidence suggests that LLMs can
demonstrate expert-level competence in conceptual physics reasoning,8 and we can expect con-
tinual improvements in the future with new releases of existing LLMs and, one can speculate,
entirely new ones tailored toward scientific understanding and discovery. AI is already accel-
erating scientific research by helping to simulate complex concepts, design experiments, and
make predictions about the outcomes.9 Researchers are now combining multiple LLM agents
to design and execute scientific experiments for instance in chemical synthesis.10,11 Recent
work has shown progress in predicting the physical property of materials from their crystal
structures, with more efficient neural network architectures and algorithms than previously
used.12

At JPE we invite you to use AI to super-charge your work and to accelerate advances in our
field, while following the ethical guidelines provided in our author guidelines.13 Many use-cases
of LLMs and generative AI can be envisioned, for instance in the design of materials and device
structures, for the acceleration and deepening of data analysis, and as the aforementioned think-
ing companion to better interpret the results and, perhaps, to help conceive of and design the
experiment in the first place. Studies of new computing paradigms, for instance in probabilistic
computing for combinatorial optimization,14 which provide pathways to energy-efficient hard-
ware implementations of neuronal computing, are also strongly encouraged.

For the record, no AI was used in the generation of this editorial, and any errors in content or
delivery are strictly due to human error of the author!
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